
Snowflake-
The RAG powered 
diabetes chatbot

Empowering Individuals with Accurate and Up-to-Date Information



Overview
Diabetes can be tough to live with. Individuals face 
numerous challenges in managing their condition 
effectively, including staying informed about the latest 
research, treatment options, and lifestyle 
recommendations.

Just the overwhelming amount of information online can 
stump anyone. Not to mention all the false product 
claims, misinformation and outdated advice prevalent.

Meet Snowflake, the diabetes chatbot grounded in facts 
and state-of-the-art research on diabetes, here to help 
you navigate diabetes.
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Limitations of current RAG

Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) are resistant to 
hallucination. However, majority of current RAG products 
are based on keyword search, and are thus unable to 
capture intricacies in semantics within sentences.

Our Innovation:

■ Combining Semantic Search with data structures such 
as vector databases, keyword databases and summary 
indexes to augment the retrieval process in our RAG 
pipeline



Ingestion
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Vectara API is used to integrate Semantic Search

• Boomerang LLM – Uses NLP to capture 
semantics during chunking

• VectaraIndex - Strong Semantic Search 
Capabilities
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Unstructured.io
Document structure aware 
chunking is used to 
effectively parse scientific 
papers.

Using Together.ai, the Mixtral
8x7B LLM is integrated into 
the ingestion process, 
generating summaries and 
keywords to enhance 
retrieval process.

Vector Database

Keyword Database

Summary Index

The ingestion process produces a 
comprehensive selection of data 
structures to augment semantic 
search.

The lightweight Mxbai
Embed Model is used to 
generate embeddings.

Additional Data Structures2

LangChain
Semantic Chunking



02 Retrieval

LlamaIndex's
FusionQueryRetriever
integrates the retrievers 
and indices.

LLM generates extra 
queries based on the 
original query.

Creates a robust set of 
retrieved nodes.

Top k ranking to select the 
most relevant nodes



03 Generation

Retrieved nodes are reranked using 
the SBERT model, prioritizing 
relevant nodes.

Selected nodes are used 
with Mixtral 8x7B LLM to 
conduct Q&A.

The query process is integrated 
into the Snowflake chatbot, 
inspired 
by Llamaindex’s ChatBot



04 Demo



05 Performance

• Outperforms Vectara
• Robust, integrates multiple 

retrievers and databases
• Hallucination resistant

VectaraSnowFlake Chat



Thank you!
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